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ANDREA PHILLIPS – WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
MARIAM FRASER - INTRODUCTION
I'd like to begin by thanking everyone here for coming today. And I'd also like to extend a
very warm welcome to Mike Smith. Mike has been invited here today by the Centre for the
Study of Invention and Social Process, which is an interdisciplinary research centre at
Goldsmith's, based in the Sociology department. I want to say just a few words about the
conceptual links between the Centre and the Mike Smith Studio before passing over to Mike.
As its name suggests, the study of invention is at the heart of the Centre. This means, on the
one hand, that its concerned with the contemporary value that's attributed to invention and
innovation, and indeed to creativity, across a broad range of spheres – which include not only
art, but also for example science, the market, the work place, and the media.
The centre's also concerned however with invention in a theoretical sense. Invention as a
concept orients sociology, for example, away from the problems of social order and towards
material and social processes. It invites us to look at the transformation of social and material
realities. Or to put that differently: the concept of invention can be an invitation to think of
identities and objects not in terms of discrete and given entities, organised into fixed
hierarchies, but rather as things that are created out of diverse, contingent, and
heterogeneous processes.
It shifts our attention, in other words, away from the product – whether that product is a work
of art, or a scientific artefact – and towards the specific ways in which products come into
being, and especially towards the vast network of relations – human and non-human - which
produce and sustain any single entity. This is precisely what, I think, the Mike Smith Studio
does: it draws our attention to creative processes whose duration precedes and extends
beyond any single work of art.
In the book Making Art Work, which is an edited collection on – or perhaps more accurately
an archive of - the work of the Mike Smith Studio, Patsy Craig reminds her reader of the role
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of engineers and artisans in constructing the ideas of the Renaissance artists in the 15
century. These constructions were as much experiments as they were works of art – and I
mean experiment here in its one of its earliest senses, in which it is closely related to
experience, to 'putting to the test'. Not entirely dissimilarly, the Mike Smith Studio describes its
work in terms of fabrication, where fabrication refers to the place (and time) where 'ideas and
experience meet'.
Invention, process, experiment, fabrication: these are all concepts which act as lures away
from a focus on the single figure of the artist or the scientist and away from the narrative of
unique originality or discovery. Rather than conceive of a world that waits passively 'out there'
to be 'discovered' by the scientist, or that lies inert until the artist brings his or her creativity to
bear upon it, one might instead think of the process of fabrication as a 'staging'; as the staging
of an event that does not reveal the world, but rather participates in it, and makes a difference
to it.

The Centre for the Study of Invention and Social Process was inspired in part by the
philosopher and mathematician Alfred North Whitehead. One of his claims – and this is a
th
claim that's very frequently quoted - is that the greatest invention of the 19 century was 'the
invention of the method of invention'. What he means by this – by this focus on method – is
that it's not the bare idea that is the required invention, but rather the process by which ideas
are realised. Thus for Whitehead, the figure from whom we can learn the most about
invention is not necessarily the artist or the scientist but rather the engineer. For the engineer
is obliged by their profession to invent instruments – whether they be physical or conceptual that are specifically relevant to the problem at hand, and which might, at best, actively
transform that problem in novel ways. Whitehead describes the process of invention,
positively, as a 'disciplined attack upon one difficulty after another'. And I think we all very
much look forward to hearing Mike Smith – who is often described as an engineer - talk about
precisely this today.
MIKE SMITH
On how the Studio came into being and the kind of work it does
I went to Camberwell College of Art in the late 80s and I knew lots of people at Goldsmiths
who have become YBAs, but basically the time I was at Camberwell, I actually started making
work for the tutors at Camberwell just as a means to survive college really. I still got a decent
grant but basically it was a way of earning money and supporting myself, and actually
producing work that I was making at Camberwell. I kind of started this in the first term I was
there and it occurred to me during the process of doing this that this was a way of supporting
myself after I left college so I didn't have to go and get another job doing something
completely different, which may or may not be beneficial. But also it meant I could kind of run
my own practice alongside, like a parallel track, with making work for other people, and I
could do that in one space so I wouldn’t have this job somewhere and have to go and do my
own work and then go back and do my job but that I could do them both, the same thing
together, and essentially one thing would finance the other and it all kind of worked out. But
essentially what happened was that when I left Camberwell I did make my own work, for
about 5 or 6 years, but I had a much stronger desire to work with a wider group of people and
not just work in the solitary way that artists tend to work when they're at that stage of their
career. I also saw the possibilities for me were actually a lot more interesting – to go and
work with a wide range of people, and although I didn’t realise it at that time, with hindsight,
for me, that was the best thing that I've probably done. When I chose to do that I didn’t
imagine that I'd be working with a lot of the artists that I've worked with, but also with
architects like Frank Gehry and designers like Bruce Mau. These have been amazingly
rewarding experiences in terms of how we do things at the Studio and that’s been really
exciting.
So, the studio I started in the early 90s and I made my own work until about 1994 and then I
just entirely stopped making my own work and carried on, essentially kind of developed the
whole studio with this view to just making work for other people. Right now there are 12 of us,
there have been as many as 23, there were 23 of us for three months when we were making
Rachel Whiteread's project, and now there are about 12, 13, and the studio is just up the Old
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Kent Road in the Old Gas Works. It's about 10,000 feet and we've been there for about 8 or
9 years now. The Studio works with people in lots of different ways. We do complete design,
fabrication, installation, transport packages, or we just make components for things, or we do
design development where we design and develop ideas and do feasibility studies and then
entirely hand it over so they can take it somewhere else to be made. And we've designed
projects that have actually been made in the States. So the way that we work is quite
different depending on the different situations. I also do quite a lot of consultancy work which
is mainly with architects and designers – like the work I did with Frank Gehry was through
Bruce Mau, for a museum that's in Panama which is a bio-diversity museum. Frank Gehry
was designing the museum and Bruce Mau was designing the programme and the exhibition
design. Essentially they came up with the ideas for the exhibition but they didn’t know how to
make them into objects. So I spent about 16 weeks over the course of 2 years going around
working with them and turning the content into form. The museum opens in about 18 months.

Q: I was wondering whether the work you do now, whether you still consider yourself an
artist?
No, I think I'm actually luckier than artists because artists either have to follow a trajectory or
they have this like scatter-shock pattern. But either way they have to take on a completely
different responsibility to what they do than I do. The Studio has to be very responsible in the
way that it produces work, and the parameters for this are different for each project, but if
somebody comes to the Studio and we make a piece of work and that work goes out into the
world, if people don’t like it, if they don't like it because it's an art-work, then I don’t really have
to deal with that. The artist has to deal with that. All I have to deal with is whether it works as
a piece for the person for whom it was produced. And that, I feel much more comfortable
with. There were many reasons why I stopped making my own work and one of those was
that I really wasn’t cut out for it and it was very easy for me to do other things – it’s very easy
for me to make things for other people, and actually that was the most interesting thing. The
most interesting thing for me was people saying, ‘ok this is what we want to do, how are we
going to do it?’ and having a conversation about it, and having ideas about how to do it and
then coming up with solutions, and maybe one thing didn't work out so we changed it and
then it worked out. So, for me that was, it's not really work, it's fun, because you just get to
make these things that other people had to think up, and you've just got to figure out how it
make it work. And in a way I think that's easier, because it's just a different level of
engagement with an object. You don’t have to deal with all of the philosophical ramifications
of why something exists, you just have to make it exist. And then they deal with that because
it's their object, and that comes with ownership.
On Rachel Whiteread, Monument, 2001
There's an empty granite plinth in Trafalgar Square where they were going to put a statue of a
General or Florence Nightingale or something but it never happened. So the Royal Academy
of Arts invited people to put in proposals and basically Mark Wallinger, Bill Woodrow and
Rachel Whiteread all made proposals that were accepted. And then they all went about
funding them themselves or through their galleries or sponsors, which is why it wasn’t a
commission because they were self-funded – there was no public money involved. Rachel's
piece, which is called Monument, was water-clear polyurethane casting, which is an exact
replica of the plinth on which it stands and it weights about 11.5 tonnes and it's in two pieces.
The split line is the line which goes around the centre. And essentially she came to see us,
we'd never made any castings at all but I'd know her for a long time, and she'd made a similar
piece in New York, and she felt it was possible for us to do it if anyone was going to do it… It
was quite flattering and quite a leap of faith because she'd produced this piece in New York
with people who knew what they were doing and it had all gone a bit pear shaped at one point
and it took quite a lot to retrieve it. That was a piece called Water Tower now in the Museum
of Modern Art, New York. It’s a cast of a water tower that’s then produced in water clear
polyurethane and originally it stood up as one of the water towers on the skyline of New York,
and it was really beautiful. Essentially the casting is hollow, the wall on it is about 10 cm thick
and it was cast in an aluminium and steel mould. Inside the steel mould was a hydraulic
system which controlled the shrinkage of the steel.
Essentially what we did was spend about 18 months in research and development and we did
some test castings. We did eight test castings and the last was the only piece that didn't
crack. It was on this basis that we decided, after 18 months to 2 years of research and
development, to go ahead and pour two pieces that were going to weigh together 11.5
tonnes, which looking back on it now seems really quite insane.
One of the biggest problems we had was with how unstable this material was when it was a
liquid, and then unstable it is when it turns to a solid, because it shrinks and it gets very hot,
and before it shrinks it expands so you've got all of these different things going on. The first
mould we were going to do in stainless steel but that didn't work, well, it worked but then we
realised it was going to be too difficult to produce. So then we made a mould in
polypropylene, and that's what we did the test castings in. With the test casting we put a solid

core in, so essentially it would shrink around the core and that would test the material on a
relatively small scale and we could see whether it would crack or not.
The mould was made in two parts, there was an outer mould and a core mould, and the core
mould was all in sections that had flexible cast polyurethane runner joints. … There was a big
fishbone which was a big rubber cast gasket which we made to fit between all of the section
so that when we put the mould together we could contract or expand the core so that we got
the wall thickness the right size so that when it shrunk it didn’t crush the core.
The amount of liquid pressure when the mould was filled with liquid, at the bottom was about
26 tonnes, so the mould had to be incredibly strong and over-engineered. And what we found
was that we actually hadn’t made it thick enough, the skin was a quarter inch aluminium plate,
and so what we had to do at the bottom was cut all of these MDF squares that we then had to
put behind the framework up against the skin to stiffen it up even more. We were worried
that, we did a test when we filled it with water and we realised that it kind of was quilted, and
that Rachel wasn’t going to be too happy if she had this polyurethane duvet or sleeping bag, it
was going to look pretty nasty.
Q: The people in the studio, what backgrounds do they have?
At the moment there are two people who do curating courses, one works as an administrator,
and the other does all the computer networking and they deal with all of the software issues,
archiving and storage issues and making sure that all of the computer systems work. As
time's gone by, we've become more and more dependent on computer systems which is kind
of a drag but is ok, at the end of the day. There are 3 people who went to the Royal College
of Art who did industrial design engineering, there's one person who went to Brunel who did
electro-mechanical engineering, and then everybody else pretty much went to art college. I
mean I went to art college, I worked before in a whole range of things but essentially with this,
everybody who worked on it, that was the level of education they had – BA, MA. When we
were doing this the person who worked on the hydraulic system, who was one of the project
managers, was like a German master craftsman and had a quite heavy engineering
background. With this, everything was produced in the studio, apart from the resin, which we
bought in and we worked with the resin company developing that for this application because
we had criteria and to pacify Rachel's galleries, and also to shift responsibility, the
polyurethane was made by a structural engineer. We made a suggestion to them and they
took all the drawings and put them into a computer and made a model of it and they said, ‘yes
it will stand up, you're fine, go ahead’, but that just separated the risk three ways. Because
with big projects you always have big conversations and this wasn’t an exception.
Q: How does it work in the process of your work, does the artist bring a sketch or something
and then your ideas come together? What’s the process?
It depends entirely on the project. With Rachel’s project, she knows an immense amount
about casting polyurethane resin because she’s been doing it for a long time, but she didn’t
have the facilities or the engineering skills or the know-how to produce this piece of work. So
she said, ‘this is what I want to do, how do you want to go about it?’ And I said that we want to
do as much research and development as possible until we find a solution to produce it. It got
to the last meeting and we’d only produced just one casting that worked, and I really thought
they were going to pull the plug on it, and say ‘no we don’t want to do it’, which at that point
they could have done, but then they also would have had to come up with something else to
put in Trafalgar Square, and they’d been a lot of press, so there were all these pressures
coming to bear on it, and I was pretty confident that we could do it.
Q: Do you also work as an advice office, for example if I had my own project?
Laughter
Yeah, we do do that.

Q: For example if I wanted to do it myself abroad, could I come and get advice and see about
possibilities?
Yeah, we're developing like an 0898 number
Laughter
…
Q: The thing that you offer, how many other people out there who offer this kind of service?
There are quite a few. There are a lot more than you imagine. There are dozens of foundries
but also, it's really quite interesting because if you look at the history of contemporary art of
the last 20 years, the kind of diversity, and all of the values involved in the production of art
have completely changed. So there are people, small companies and maybe they do one or
two things or maybe they're asked to do something, and they think, ‘oh that's interesting’, and
then there are people who think, ‘oh, art's worth a lot of money, that would be a good thing to
get into’. And then they just can't hack it because it doesn’t fit in with the way in which they
run a business. And then I know people who only work with one artist. For example, I know
people who work for Sol LeWitt, and they would produce his wall drawings in Europe, or his
sculptures in Europe, and people who produce work for Diane Graham in Europe, and those
who make bits and pieces for people. And then there are scenery and prop houses which are
trying to cash in, but for them, the reasons for them doing it is for the kind of cache– I mean
they have art work on their websites now, but when they're interviewed for the papers they
bitch like hell about it. It's quite interesting. There are quite a few people who do it, but in
terms of the scale that the Studio does it, then I don't think there are that many people that do
it. I mean there are companies in the States who we work with who are on a similar scale.
But there is so much enormous public sculpture and architectural jewellery that somebody's
got to be making it.
Q: From the other point of view, do you think that offering people a support network changes
the way they work? That they might make work that they wouldn't have conceived otherwise,
once they've seen you?
Yeah, I think so. Because, it's sort of a bit like the chicken and egg, the thing is people see
things that we've done and say, ‘oh, that's really interesting, could you do this?’ Or they say,
‘well we didn't know you did that, can you do this?’ So you do particular things and then
people see it and they come and ask you about it. So, it's a quite weird relationship because,
sometimes people just want to throw down the gauntlet and say, ‘well can you do this?’ We
had a production company come to see us who do all the Sony ads but they also make these
weird marketing devices for Sony, or they have other people make them, they just think them
up. And basically they wanted a 20 by 50 meter floor which responded to sound. And they
had totally sold Sony on this idea that someone would walk into a room and speak and the
floor would light up. And Sony were ready to sign the cheque and were really excited by that.
And it was like, ‘ok, well, ok, how quickly do you think sound moves?’ And they were like,
‘dunno, but it looks great’. And so we made a computer model of it and the only way that it
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would work is like at 1/15 of the speed of sound, and that was as close as we could get.
And the thing was just completely mad, it would just go all over the place, people would make
noises, and you had to have a delay. And it was just incredible what ideas people come up
with and think that they are realisable, or that they can be realised. And they kind of had a bit
of a tizzy fit because they were like, ‘oh well I thought of this so it must be possible to make it’,
and that doesn’t necessarily follow. So, I mean, it goes both ways. But we don’t only do big
projects, we also do lots of smaller projects which are quite demanding in other ways.
Q: I went to see your exhibition at the Architectural Association and all of the extra apparatus
and spare casts and that they were all set up in the space, they were just so seductive as
materials. I was just wondering if those separate things had been sold on?

Yeah, we've got like a black market, like the dodgy knock-ons, we produce two of everything
and we sell them on eBay
Laughter
No, it's just like, it's just left over stuff. It generally goes in the skip or gets destroyed. I mean
the mould for Monument was destroyed, because I don’t have the room, we had it all outside
the studio, in this huge yard of the studio and it took up the whole yard. And we had more
stuff to store so you just get to the point when it's like, because originally with Rachel's piece
there were meant to be two but the gallery decided it would only be one, which wasn’t very
diplomatic of them because we had a contract for two and then they decided that we only
produce one and all the headaches were in producing one and producing a second one would
have been quite straightforward. But at the end of the day it's just stuff and it has this kind of
archival value but there's just so much of it that you just can't keep and have to get rid of it. I
did think, they used to have this art fayre in Charlotte St, ‘Stockmarket’, and I did think of
having a stall there called ‘The Nearly Art Stall’ which had all the offcuts and bits of wood that
were bagged up and labelled, so this was Nearly a Damien Hurst, this was Nearly a Rachel
Whiteread, and missed by the width of a blade, and junk like that.
The polyurethane for Monument came in these drums here and it had to be vacuum treated
because it had bubbles in it, and if it has bubbles in it, it's like champagne fizz, so we had to
have this huge vessel that we rented to mix all the material in, it's like a big cake mixer. We
did have a couple of leaks which amazingly we sealed up with plasticine.
Q: Do you ever have problems with resources? I suppose this relates to the question earlier
on, when someone asked whether you use external people to do certain things. So you said
you rented that big tank. So have you over the years built up resources that you've got now
and that you can go back to, and what happens if there's something that you really need to
buy for a certain project which increases the price? How does that work?
Well, it's quite complicated because the Studio has quite amazing facilities, I mean it has
more facilities than it has work, which isn’t to say we need work, but we have machines that
don’t get used everyday. In terms of, if you went to a sheet metal factory, and their guillotine
and their punch press weren't working every day for at least 4 hours, they probably wouldn’t
even have them, they'd probably let someone else do that work. But the thing is, for us, all of
the tools and machinery that we have, it's kind of like vocabulary because it means that we
can do things with those that we can't ask anyone else to do. I mean the way that we bend
things or form things or have things laser profiled and then we bend them or roll them, that's
how we come up with solutions to things which we can't necessarily get other people to do.
Q: Is that quite risky, to invest in things?
Well, you just need to take a view on it really. I mean, if you can't do something because you
haven’t got something, then you're not going to be doing anything anyway. So if you can
make enough money to pay for it within that one project then you'll have it, and if you see
you'll have a use for it again. We have relationships with lots of laser profiling people, rapid
proto-typing people, water-jet cutting people, and all sorts of weird chemicals and materials.
And through all kinds of stuff I just know lots of people who can do specific things. I mean the
knowledge base of the Studio is an immense hub of working things out.
Because both castings were made as boxes and one had to fit on top of the people, once
we'd machined the joints we had to turn one of them over, which was really pretty exciting
because no-one had even really thought about turning one over and done the calculations.
They knew it would stand up but they didn’t know if it would roll over. So we had to roll one
over with a couple of fork-lifts and a crane which was a bit tense.
The piece for Rachel was really complicated, took 3 years to realise and at times was a real
headache. It was just incredibly complex.

On Mark Wallinger, Forever and Ever, 2002
This piece was really simple and took three weeks. It's a Mobius strip, made from aluminium
strips. The red and white strips and the black text was self adhesive vinyl that was laser cut
and then just laminated onto the surface both inside and out. Does everyone know what a
Mobius strip is? Basically, you take a loop and you cut it and twist it so it doesn’t have an
inside or an outside, it's just continuous surface. And this was a text from the Lords Prayer
that was on the surface of this. It was 9 meters long, 4 meters wide and about 2.5-3 meters
tall. And it was in six pieces, it was flat pack, like Ikea, but you get all the nuts and bolts. This
was for a show that was at Bloomberg SPACE at Finsbury Square. What was amazing about
this was that we had this drawing, a paper model which was about a foot long and we made
three mackets and then we just took the sheet and cold-manipulated it using timber and
clamps in the studio.
We just joined the pieces together and then sort of lifted them into position and then propped
them up with wood to put them into shape and protected them with blankets and card and
everything. And then when we got the whole piece together we put two brackets in, one at
either end, and then we took all of the wood and clamps off and it stood up. At that point we
decided it was time to cover it in vinyl.
Q. What happens if Mark Wallinger comes along at this point and says something about that
curve, or you know? Does that happen a lot?
It does happen, but it didn't happen in this case because Mark came in with the paper model.
We made two plastic aluminium models because we had two ways of making it. He preferred
the aluminium model with the vinyl over it. We agreed the shape, and then he went off. He
needed to go back to Berlin and was coming back in a week, so we agreed that we'd meet in
a week and we'd have it together. And he came back in a week and said that it was fine so
we took it apart and put the vinyl on it. But it was one of these things where the amount of
time we had to produce it was really small and he didn't really have a lot of choice. But it was
so close to the macket that he was totally happy with it.
Q. Have you ever had a case with an artist who hasn't been involved in the process who
comes in near the end and says 'oh, that's just not right'?
That has happened once or twice. Someone once ordered something in mahogany and we
showed them a sample of mahogany and I said 'do you really want this in mahogany?',
because it's really sensitive, it's environmentally not very handy and you could have it made in
another wood that looks quite like mahogany. 'No no no, it has to be mahogany'. So we
produced it in mahogany, and then they came along and said 'what's this?' and I said 'its
mahogany', basically because they didn't know what mahogany was. And even when it was
all stained and polished they still didn’t think it was mahogany, and I had to show them the
invoice from the timber yard. That was a bit of a disaster, but not huge.
Q. But even if it was exactly how it was conceived to be?
It doesn’t happen because essentially they always have a copy of what we discussed and
we've become really careful about phrasing things, especially with very complicated projects.
Or even not so complicated projects. Because we produced a giant snow globe for
somebody and it was about 20 inches in diameter and about 20 inches tall. And it had this
amazing magnifying effect. There were things within that that nobody could have realised to
do with all of the little sparkly bits, despite how they had been rinsed, they react differently
with glycerine and water than anyone thought that they might. And we phoned a chemist who
said, 'well it might be this', that they made these micro-bubbles which then coat the surface,
but it might go away in four days – which it did, luckily, because otherwise it was ever so
slightly frosted, and it made everything a bit blurred, like snow globes, are really crystal, really
clear, even though they have this really weird optical thing. But, no, usually everything has
been reduced. There are surprises but you try to diminish those as much as possible.

On Mark Wallinger, Time and Relative Dimensions in Space, 2001
Another piece we made for Mark, which was actually destroyed in the fire at MoMArt (? might
be this, I'm not sure: Museum of Modern Art?) There's a company called Momart which
handles and stores art – the fire in E London was in a Momart warehouse. God, right, thanks.
Sorry, so stupid. and we've just re-made again – and it's lucky we kept all the drawing as it
made it a lot easier. Essentially it's mirror-polished stainless steel over MDF and it's a copy of
the Tardis from Dr Who, which has just made a triumphant return to British television. Again,
quite a straight-forward piece to make but when Mark first came to see us he wanted to make
it in mirror-polished glass and he was quite adamant that he wanted it in mirror-polished glass
and we had a long conversation and I would look into it and see what was possible. And it
was possible to make it in mirror-polished glass but it wouldn't have been flat, because
although the glass would have been slumped more, it would have had a lot of distortions in it
and then the mirror in the glass was going to cause problems. So in the end the solution was
to produce it in stainless steel and to produce all the sections by different combinations of
profile and so on. He actually bought his drawings from the National Police Museum in
Oxford which were pretty amazing. It was in a carcass state and then the whole thing was
clad in stainless steel.
Q. On the issue of materials, are there some materials that you'd rather not work with and
other artists like?
I hate fibreglass and I hate polystyrene and then there are a few other things that I don't like
working with, and I'm not really that big on plaster either, actually. Just because they're so
messy, and the studio's isn't that tidy but I wish it was. But also because they're just really
nasty materials to work with, they get everywhere, you can't get rid of it, but sometimes we
have to use it. But what we tend to do is have other people produce the forms with it,
because we have companies which have either waterjet profiling or huge 12 axis CNC
polystyrene carving machines and they just send us what we want rather than all the bits we
don't want, we just want the object and not all of the bits, so we make computer models of
things and then send those to people and have the polystyrene object that we want, or the
fibreglass object that we want, sent to us.
Q. Another question regarding materials; do you sometimes have to remind artists of
conservation issues?
Yeah, all the time. We deal with that all the time which is part of the reason that everything
gets so heavily archived. But that's also because we have museums phoning about pieces
that were made in the early 90s where there's not really an archives, and they want to know
how it was finished or what material. And we have to sift through invoices and so on rather
than just going to a job-file and finding what's there. But that's also a large part of the whole
shift in emphasis towards production values and economics, and people want to know they're
buying something that will last, rather than just an idea.
Q. How do you record the production process, do you have an archive that someone could
visit?
We don’t have an archive that someone could visit, we have, it's just for the use of the studio,
and most of the photography is in the archive. We photograph everything and it's quite
mundane, I mean job numbers and then it's put into a package, and the photographs get
stored, and the negatives stored, and things set stored on film and they get stored on CD.
Q. Have you ever thought of making a manual with all of this in?
Laughter
No, because it would just be too big really. We've worked for between 5-600 artists
internationally and we've produced pieces for estates as well, so the breadth of the work that
we've done outside of casting is too big for a manual. There is a Thames and Hudson artist's

manual coming out in October, and I did do a piece for that, but it's not very extensive. It's
this kind of artist's survivalist book, about how to survive as an artist. Ossian Ward is the
editor, and he's doing it with Thames and Hudson.
Q. I have a question about these objects which have such a fixed specification. Is that a
problem? … Was there something different happening at the Architectural Exhibition, with
that ceiling…?
I don't think I have images of that. Essentially, last October, the Architectural Association
asked the Studio to do an exhibition about what the Studio does. They had asked me before,
about 2 or 3 times, and I'd always said no, because to me it seemed a not very interesting
idea for an exhibition. I tend to have this really bad attitude to architectural exhibitions, where
you see photographs and drawings, and models of these buildings. And there's just too much
information and I find them really difficult to read, I mean looking at this computer rendition of
what this place is meant to look like. I just don't think that architects do exhibitions very well.
So I didn't want to do this exhibition about what we'd done. I wanted to do an exhibition that
incorporated what we'd done with the whole idea of making an exhibition, but also I wanted to
set the Studio a project, which was to design and build a scalable temporary building that
could be made and used in a huge array of different scenarios. We built this model, which
was 7 meters long, it was a building, like a huge tent, that could be a temporary site for
housing people, or a logistic centre on a building site, lots of things. And that was about
everyone from the Studio working on this exhibition and we produced this after lots of trials
and tribulations with prototypes, and that was the end result.
Q. It was just the fact that this was something initiated?
Yes, it was an initiated project, but it was a project where, I spoke to everyone at the Studio
and said that the Architectural Association had asked us to do this exhibition again, and this is
what I'm interested in doing, and this is how I'd like to do it, and I'd like everybody involved.
So people would spend, over the summer, we weren't super busy which was convenient, so
people would like tag-team and work together on developing different ideas of this structure.
And we showed photographs of the results and the test, and the final piece that we exhibited,
it looked like the belly of a whale actually, it was suspended from the ceiling of the member's
room of the Architectural Association. It was about 7 meters long and 2.5 meters wide.
th
Essentially it was a 1/5 scale of the model we wanted to make, but we didn’t really have the
time, or resources or money to put into producing it, because we wanted to do some tests on
real-scale, because we thought it might be quite interesting. But it was also about showing
that the Studio could apply itself to different things, and generate different things.
Q. I've got a question, a two-pronged question, first of all about the aesthetic of work that
came out in the 1990s, that I think is quite generic in a way. Firstly I was just wondering if you
agreed with that, and maybe if what you do had something to do with that? And also, the
second thing is – so that's quite a discursive thing in itself – are you interested in some of the
discursive aspects of contemporary art or is that something that you're out of?
Erm, you know, (laughter) I'm pretty interested in discursive aspects of contemporary art. I
don't think that art from the 80s and 90s is generic at all. I think if you look at the 80s and
90s, the range of work that was going on was enormous. I think the range of super-high
profile work is quite limited, but I think that if you look at the 80s and 90s and the horizons that
opened up, and the possibilities that became available to contemporary art, I think it's
amazing. You know, throughout Europe there were loads of schemes to do with all new-build
museums and architecture, public projects, and private objects, where a percentage of the
budget had to spent on contemporary art, and whether you like that work or not is irrelevant,
it's the possibility. But also, if you look at London, the number of galleries there are in
London. It's outrageous. There should be a cull! I think that it's really interesting, and very
positive, that a small number of people have done a lot for contemporary art. Whether you
think their work is very interesting or not is by-the-by. But I think the result of a whole lot of
things has actually opened up possibilities. But within that as well there are loads of pitfalls,
because I think a lot of people think, 'well, why hasn't that happened to me? I'm doing this'.

Lots of it is also to do with serendipity, and what happens, and being in the right time but the
wrong place.
On Darren Almond, Mono Chrono Pneumatic Black, 2003
This is a clock we made for Darren Almond, we've made lots of clocks for Darren Almond.
This one basically is three drums that rotate, it's about 2 meters in diameter, and what
happens is the red calligraphy or graffiti on the back rotates in front of screen that's at the
front, and they just form numbers that tell the time. And it's this weird correlation between
analogue and digital, because it's got a little computer in but the whole system is analogue.
On Darren Almond, Meantime, 2000
This was a clock that showed hours, minutes and seconds, that was built into a sea-container,
that travelled quite a lot. When we first built it it went on a truck down to Southampton, and
then on a boat and then it sailed across the Atlantic to New York. All the time it was moving,
it was running – well, there were one or two pieces that stopped running when it hit a force 9
gale, but they got fixed at the other end. … All of the blades were driven by electrical stepper
motors which basically means that they can rotate backwards and forwards and are controlled
via a computer. It's just an amazingly elaborate object for a clock really, when you could have
a jar of sand. … Essentially we took a large sea container and cut three big holes in it.
Because it was going on a boat, P&O had to come and have a look at it because the only way
it could go on the ship was for the Captain to come and have a look at it and give it his
approval, which was quite strange because I'm not sure he really knew what he was letting on
his boat. … It had 10mm thick polycarbonate windows so that when the waves broke on it
they wouldn't smash the side of it in.
Q. Did it carry its own power supply?
It had a generator inside, so that when it was on the truck the generator was running. But
when it was on the boat, they just plugged it into the mains because they had all these
container units with refrigerators and they just plugged it onto one of those sockets.
On Marcus Taylor, The Helix Bridge, 1998
This was a project that we didn't actually build but that we did design development for. It's at
Paddington Basin, the development there. There are three bridges, there's one by Marcus
Taylor, there's one by Thomas Hetherwick and one by Langlands and Bell. Marcus asked us
to do design development for this bridge, which was essentially a helical structure so that
when it rotated it would move backwards and forwards across the canal. It was
commissioned by the developers of the site, which at that time were Chelsfield, who were
then taken over by Multiplex, the people who are building Wembley Stadium. PADT and
Marcus commissioned the Studio to do design development, which essentially was a
feasibility study to see if we could make this happen for under £500,000, and essentially it
couldn't be done for under half a million pounds, even though it wasn't a very big bridge, just
because it was so complicated. And after we had done the feasibility study we were meant to
work with Buro Happold to produce the bridge but basically Buro Happold took it and ran with
it. They changed it, with Marcus's bridge, essentially the form and the function were the
same. When it rotated it moved backwards and forwards and the two things were integral.
Whereas the bridge that is there now, which they produced for Marcus, the rotation of it has
no meaning, in terms of whether it moves backwards or forwards, it's just going round. And
it's on tracks, so it goes backwards and forwards on tracks, so as it goes backwards and
forwards it moves round, which is completely not what Marcus wanted. But given that they
wouldn't stump up the extra £125,000 that it was going to cost to produce it, that's what they
got.

On Keith Tyson, Random Tangler, 2001
This is a piece we made for Keith Tyson. Essentially it's a game that you play and you make
sculptures, and after you've made the sculpture, or the painting or whatever art object it is that
you've made, after you've installed it it becomes part of the piece. So it becomes an everexpanding universe of art. All of the components that are part of this game fit inside the oak
box. He wanted it to be this kind of Victorian gentleman's game, like a cigar box, of oak and
brass and green baize. And he developed the whole rules of the game which is that the
whiteboard above the box tells you how to play the game and where to start and when you've
finished. And the things on the wall, the painting, the boat mast and the star are all things that
were produced when it was shown at the South London Gallery, which was the first time it
was shown. It's made in oak and laminate with one or two other bits and pieces.
On Keith Tyson, Field of Heaven Longshot Magnet, 2001
Another piece for Keith, which was orbital planetary movements. Essentially what he wanted
was that you couldn't see how this piece moved. So all of the mechanisms are hidden inside
the tubes. It had pieces of meteorite which he bought from eBay on the ends of the fingers.
Essentially, there's a horizontal beam and a vertical beam and a horizontal beam and they all
rotate round each other, and then there are hubs on the ends of these which rotate again, so
it's this quite mad, out of control movement.
Q. So the movement of that piece is completely random, or is it repetitive?
No, it's repetitive.
On Mona Hatoum, Continental Drift, 1999
This is a piece we made for Mona Hatoum for the Duvene Galleries in 1999. Essentially it a
4.2 meter diameter map of the earth, projected from the North Pole. That's the image. And
the black is iron filing and beneath it there's an arm with magnets on which randomly moves
backwards and forwards, and as it does there's that 'heckles on the back of your neck' thing
with the iron filings and they stand up. And it sweeps backwards and forwards like an old
fashioned sonar, on a submarine or a boat. Originally when we started this project, Mona
wanted the landmasses to be black and the seas to be white. But when we did some tests it
wouldn't work that way. She wanted it so the iron filings were deeply recessed in the map of
the world, but it just wouldn't work that way. We did some tests, and this was one of those
times when someone comes with an idea of how things should be done but almost just had to
do a negative, if this was a positive, in terms of realising that because what they had in mind
just couldn’t happen. The way that she wanted it originally, it just kind of dragged all of the
filings out of the recessed parts, even if they were really deep. The glass was all water-jet cut
from computer files, and it was put onto more glass and then this aerospace laminate, which
was the thinnest, lightest material that the magnets would actually draw through so that they
had an effect on the filings.
On Mona Hatoum, Grater Divide, 2002
Another piece for Mona Hatoum was about 2 meter tall, was a domestic grater. She gave us
the original and we took it apart and reproduced them as these kind of room dividers which
were about 2 meter tall. And the piece on the right and the piece on the left were actually
produced in the same way that the original one would have been, i.e. they were stamped, but
we didn't have a press that could stamp a whole sheet so we had to stamp them individually.
The sheets were laser cut and then we made tools for one of our machines to punch holes.
Q. In this case the artist came with the original object and wanted it life size?

Yes, it was 13 times bigger. The tools was made from Phillips screwdriver bits that you put
into a machiter that were then set into solid square blocks. And this was fitted into our press
brake that we used just for folding sheet metal. In the top were more pieces of square tubes
that pressed out the graters. We couldn’t press all of the graters so we had to cut them out of
laser cut sections.

Q. So for example in this piece the artist participated almost nothing except for the original
idea?
Yeah
Q. The artist never went to your studio?
Mona came down to look at samples. When she talked to us about producing this, we came
up with a way to produce it, because it was very important that it looked like an old vegetable
grater, so it had that kind of feel to it, but also that it was really sharp, I mean, it was really
nasty, it was very aggressive. We wanted to have that feel and we wanted it to be produced
in the same way, because it was the simplest way to produce it and it made the most sense.
So we did tests and then showed her the tests and we pattenated them. So she would come
down and see it in production but she wasn’t involved in the process of producing it other than
that.
On Michael Landy, Scrapheap Services, 1996
Michael Landy, ex Goldsmiths student. This was a piece we made for Michael a long time
ago which was recently shown at the Tate, which was a bit of an eye-opener because, I mean
I made this in 1996 and it was quite funny to see this again. It was made basically for a video
piece that Michael made, but then it was shown with all kinds of other things. He gave us the
shredder and then he gave us his drawings. It was made so it would fit in his studio so he
could make a film, and those were the criteria for the dimensions of it.
On Michael Landy, Semi Detached, 2004
This is Semi Detached which we made for him about a year ago. Essentially it's a steel
structure and it's completely hollow inside because the projections that were shown on the cut
face of the house, to get those as big as possible they had to be reflected off of mirrors onto
the screen which was incredibly complicated. So we had to make it as open inside so this
wouldn't interfere with where the mirror had to be or where the projector had to be. The
house was plywood panels with this proprietary brick system called Eurobrick which they use
for making McDonalds and Wimpy and Burger King. It's a pre-fabricated building system and
they use it quite a lot in the City of London now for making slab and post buildings look like
they were made out of brick. It has lots of really great features and it was perfect for what we
had to do. We built the house in the Studio and then we took it down and built it again in Tate
Britain. And we only had three weeks to build it and that wasn't very long to build a
bastardised Victorian semi-detached house. The whole thing was modelled on the computer
and then produced from that, and in the whole thing there were only two pieces of wood that
were the wrong size, so it was pretty fantastic really. We also had to learn to do pebble
dashing but our pebble dashing wasn't up to scratch so we had to get in a professional pebble
dasher which was incredibly difficult because everyone was ripping pebble dash off and noone knew how to put it back on. We were phoning people in Wales, because Wales is very
big on pebble dash, and we kept on searching the internet and all we could find was The
Pebble Dash People, which was this book that was written by Winston Churchill which was
about all these people who live in pebble dash houses and drank Pimms. When Michael
asked us to make an exact replica of his parents' house, we went to his parents' house and
did a survey where we climbed all over the roof and everywhere, and took about 600
photographs. After we'd taken 600 photographs and done the survey, Michael gave us this

book with 400 photographs and these were all details which we had to incorporate into the
house. And one of them was this really nasty figure on the corner of the door surround.
Some of the others were these rubber rings on nails, drips of paint, a dead dragonfly in a
window, a Neighbourhood Watch sticker, all kinds of amazing stuff. But these were all
actually really important to make it Michael's parents' house. During the process of making
this piece of work for Michael, I think everyone became obsessed with brickwork. People
were driving around and would be like, 'look at that brick work, why does it work like that?' or
'what does the brickwork of a house look like when the house next door has been knocked
down?', because we weren't builders so we didn't really know. We ordered brick slips –
essentially someone cuts a centimeter off a real brick with a saw, and then they turn it round
and cut another centimeter off the other side. And when they do corners, they have a rightangled brick. That must be the worst job in the world, absolutely incredible. The roof was all
vacuum formed plastic which was then painted up. There were eight truckloads of stuff that
went on palettes. We got the original curtains from Michael's parents' house to put in the
windows, and we got the original toilet roll doll to go in the back window. The most fantastic
thing about this was that it looked like the Duvene Galleries had been built around this house,
that it was this listed national monument that nobody could touch so they'd had to build the
museum around it. It was fantastic.
On Tim Noble and Sue Webster, Forever, 2001
This is just a big neon sign, it's about 20 foot long, 10 feet tall, that we made for Noble and
Webster. It was neon with fairground lights, it's in about five parts that are all joined together
on a big steel frame. We worked with a neon company who came and did all the electrics,
although Tim and Sue do a lot of sequencing themselves. It was produced in aluminium and
then sprayed and was in an edition of three of them and the last went just went a new
museum that's opening in Paris.
QUESTIONS
Andrea Phillips: Maybe we could spend the last 5-10 minutes drawing out some of the
questions that were bubbling under the surface, and the kinds of connections between the
ideas that Mariam suggested at the beginning of the talk and some of the things that Mike
was talking about. You [Mike Smith] might think it's boring but there's something incredibly
seductive about looking at process and it's interesting that you were talking about that at the
Architectural Association, looking at the moulds, looking at how extraordinary that is. The
irony is that for artists and for punters like me, it's quite extraordinary to look at. So maybe
some of those questions. So that should come up as a sense of worry, or concern, over
questions of authenticity and the making product, some of the questions that were coming up
at the surprise that Mona Hatoum had just given you a grater and those kinds of questions,
which in contemporary parlance at Goldsmiths, that's a conceptual gesture that equates to an
art work, that's not a problem, and yet somehow there's a disturbance there. I'm wondering if
people have questions about that.
Q. I had a question. You talked a lot about artists coming to you and giving you something
and I wondered whether there's something in that process where you train them to ask the
right questions or train them to give you solvable things, even though some of these sound
completely not solvable. I was thinking of an analogous situation, we know now from
research on librarians that they spend a lot of time teaching library users how to ask an
answerable question, so they don’t just ask, I want a really good book that's red, so they ask
a question that a librarian can answer. So I wondered whether you ever felt that that was
going on as well, that you were having repeated encounters when you were working with
particular artists, whether you did that?
No, I think that people are usually quite articulate about what they want, so you ask questions
to find what's important to them and why it's important to them, and whether they want it to
be, to look a particular way, how finished do they want it. One of the things that came up
through all of the interviews that William Furlong did for the book was that he seemed

obsessed with this Studio aesthetic, and there isn’t a Studio aesthetic. One of the things that
has become like a Studio aesthetic is that there are production values, but production values
aren't about producing everything in the same way, I think we produce quite a lot of different
things in different ways. We use quite a lot of the same techniques but a lot of those are
appropriate to what we're doing. Usually people know what they want. Not many people turn
up and say, well I want it to look like this, or I want it to look like that, unless they want to do a
whole design feasibility, to make and to have more input. In terms of consulting work, with
Bruce Mau and Frank Gehry, with architects, a lot of that is about a lot of input in terms of the
realisation of an idea, and they don’t really know necessarily have a strong sense of what it's
made from or how it's going to go together or how it's going to work. So that's why we deal
with people like that as well.
Q. In relation to the process, does the Studio works with any project, or does it have to be a
challenge, or something that you're interested in, so objects that require investigation?
No, we do framing as well which is not, you know. The thing is, in terms of the projects that I
have on my computer in this presentation, which needs editing and updating, we don't say,
'oh no we're not going to do that, it's too boring'. That's just suicide really.
Q. But along these lines, would you refuse to do something for ethical reasons?
No, I think that art is fairly unethical really, you know it comes from excess.
Q. Ok, so let's say an artist wants a big sculpture covered in real tiger fur…
Well, if they could get the tiger fur then we would make the sculpture. But I'm not going to, I
don't really get involved in the politics of what someone wants to do. At the moment we're
working on a project for an artist that's going to New York, and essentially it's an image of
Mickey Mouse. But it's only an image of Mickey Mouse from a particular point of view. If you
look at it from somewhere else, it just looks like an abstract sculpture. But if you find the
viewing point, it looks like Mickey Mouse. So they've asked us to produce the sculpture, and
it's been commissioned for a space in New York, a public space, and I said we'll produce it,
but all of the copyright issues, we won't have anything to do with – you have to give us, if
there's any problems with copyright, that problem is yours, because that's part of the
ownership of the work, because I'm not interested in having some legal battle with Disney.
And I always made that quite clear. And now we're producing this large one, the floor plate is
about 30 by 20 feet, and then they've asked us to make an edition of 500 that's 30 by 20
inches, so they've obviously got round the copyright, and actually I think the client might be
Disney so.
Q. I have two questions. The first one is around the need for transparency in terms of,
between the artist and the work, so that your influence can't be seen to be too creative, it has
to be the artists' work. What I'm wondering around that is that in very high end commission
processes, where there's a lot of money at stake, and the artist has come up with an idea, if
at a certain point it's understood that the work isn't feasible, technically, is there a tendency – I
can't imagine an artist abandoning a commission like that because of the technical limit that
you have to explain to the artist, 'no we just can't do this, it's impossible' – I'm wondering if
artists continue with the project and abandon the original idea in order to follow it through?
Erm, that hasn't really, I can't think of an instance where that has happened. I think that.
Well, actually the Marcus Taylor [Helix Bridge] was like that, but in the end, Marcus had been
commissioned to come up with an idea. He came up with the idea for a bridge and then,
essentially, he lost control over his idea because, and I don't think it was through any fault of
his own, it was just the whole process of the people he was dealing with, became very
complicated. And because they weren't prepared to spend £640,000 on a bridge, they were
only prepared to spend £500,000, then he had to make compromises, and Buro Happold
were prepared to force those compromises through, where I wasn't really happy to force
those compromises through. Because to me, it just seemed pointless, because it became
smoke and mirrors really, the illusion that this thing would revolve and then extend, which is

what it is like, rather than the form and the function begin kind of married together, I think was
a shame. But I understood commercially why they needed to do it.
Q. On the artist's commissioned idea and the compromises they might have to make
I think people have to make compromises all the time really in what they do. And we have
lots of things where people want to produce something, they come along and say 'oh this is
what we want to produce’, and it's like 'so how much money do you have to spend?', and that
is the starting point. Essentially, at that point, if they say 'we've got £30,000 to spend', or
'we've got £1500 to spend', you'll be able to say, well we don't need to take this any further.
Either we can produce it, or we can't produce it, or we can look into it. And it has been the
case when people have said 'ok, we have this commission to do this and this is what we want
to do', and it's like, ' well, we can't do that for this amount of money', you have to either do this
or that. There are ways in which you can kind of cheat, but you can still remain true to how
you want something to look, but you just have to change some of the materials, or the way in
which it's produced.
Q. Just to push the Marcus Taylor point a little bit further, it seems to me that you made a
conceptual choice at that point. Because presumably you could have built the bridge in the
other way for £500,000, but you chose not to
Well we could but
Q. Whereas the artist chose to go with what you consider to be the compromise idea
No, actually it was more to do with the developers and Buro Happold
Q. Because he was tied into a contract to do it anyway?
Marcus was tied into a contract with Chelsfield, and PADT asked us to do the design
development, and then we had a meeting with Buro Happold, PADT and the developers,
whereby they were meant to work with us, and they were like 'we're Buro Happold, we work
with who we want, we're not told who we're going to work with, people want to work with us'.
And it was like, 'yeah I was interested in working with Buro Happold' but they were
uninterested in working with us, because we didn't fit their company profile.
Q. I was interested in the process that was mentioned in an earlier question, particularly
around the production of the art object, sometimes that production lies in not knowing, the
viewer looks at it and wonders how this thing came into being. Have you ever had any
requests from artists to not show how the object was actually produced and manufactured, so
that the suspension of belief is actually in not knowing?
Yeah, some people have said we don’t want photographs of that in the book
Q. So photographs of the process
Yeah, but in response to that it's basically, they're not your photographs, it's not your book.
Q. Ok, but I'm interested in, do you ever go into a kind of contractual agreement with an artist
not to actually tell anybody how you actually produced the work?
No.
Q. Never? You've never had an artist say 'don't tell anyone?' 'It's a secret'
Laughter
I have had an artist once say please don't put those photographs in the book

Q. And they are in the book?
Some of them are but not all of them. But again, it's like, it's not your process, you didn't
develop the process for producing this piece of work. That is our intellectual property. All of
the drawings, all of the photographs, all of the know-how that goes into producing something,
that's the intellectual property of the Studio, it's not the artist's intellectual property. The idea,
the meaning of the work, that's the artist's intellectual property, what it looks like is the artist's
intellectual property, how it came into being is our intellectual property.
Q. You must get quite attached to the objects, when you produce them, I was just thinking of
these [Forever], because you said there were three editions, when you're producing them,
and because they're bespoke, one-offs, and there's discrepancies between each one, does
the idea of perfectionism, and being quite particular about the object, transfer to you?
Because you want it to be as good as it can be, but nothing can be perfect. I don't believe in
perfectionism really, I just think it's, erm, an excuse
Q. What happens, then, when the artist wants something to be really perfect?
I think what happens is you establish what perfect is before you start producing anything.
And then if you realise that your idea of perfect and they're idea of perfect are like the sun and
Pluto, then you have to figure something else out. Anish Kapoor asked me to produce some,
this was a really long time ago, some stainless steel pieces. And the stainless steel pieces
were the pieces that were in the big show at the Hayward, and I had quite long discussions
with him about how to produce them and blah blah blah, and in the end I said he should go
and speak to Jerry at AB Fine Art Foundry and to Benson and Sedgewick, because some of
them were beyond the scale of the type of work that I was interested in doing, and also it was
the type of work that I'm really not interested in doing, because it's just really heavy duty metal
work. And also I just didn't really feel that he was realistic about the level of finish that he was
expecting these pieces to have, because essentially, and actually when I saw the pieces, I
was quite glad that I made that decision, although at that time I was thinking, you know, this is
quite weird, turning down working with someone like Anish Kapoor, but at the time I thought it
was the right thing to do. And it was entirely because I didn't feel that what he was expecting
to be able to produce was realistic from the material, because essentially they're sand-cast
(?) stainless steel, and they're sand-cast (?) in sections, then they're wielded together and
then they're ground and polished, and that's perfect work for a foundry, because that's what
they do, and I know that they had one piece, I'm not sure if it's gone in yet, but it was going in
to the Reading Room extension at the British Museum, it is like a huge canoe, and they were
producing that for 2 years at Jerry's studio, people working on it nearly every day for two
years.
Q. I was interested in the fact that you, as an artist originally, potentially are, in a way it's like
a counter-point, you're doing a dance with the artist, as I see it, where you have to become
invisible in a very particular way. And I'm trying to get my head around whether it's like a
puppeteer or whether it's more like a stuntman. And this leads to a second point that the level
of invisibility might be a kind of subversion because you have to have your credibility as a
stuntman.
Q. Can I just make a comment on that? That is quite similar to the role of the scientist who is
obliged to allow nature to speak for him or her, because if the scientist is seen to have too big
a role in the staging of an object then the whole notion of discovery and the real nature of the
object becomes problematic…. So the invisibility or transparency which I think you work quite
hard actually to maintain - for reasons which I for one have no idea about what the politics of
this is - , but I can see that there is some obligation in relation to the artist as being the prime
mover behind it, the obligation on you, professionally, to stay fairly low-key, which indeed you
are.
I'm quite happy to be low-key. I think the thing is I enjoy what I do and I need clients to do
that and at the same time I take the point that it is quite subversive because within the whole
realm of it there is this kind of inside knowledge about who does what, but you don’t kind of

put your sticker on it. And at the same time you don’t really need to put your sticker on it
either. And also there are times when things really do go belly-up and if you had a sticker on
it then lots of people would remember that but they wouldn't remember the rosy ones. It works
both ways. But, I don’t think I particularly revel in the subversive. Maybe I should revel in the
subversive a bit more. I just think that I'm actually quite happy being low key and doing what I
do, because that's part of the reason I didn't continue making my own work.
Q. Is there any point when you'd rather not have the artist in the workshop or the studio with
you? When you'd rather just get on with it?
The whole studio is a bit like the Tardis actually, you press a button and it just disappears to a
whole other location. No, they've been times when we've had people come down and we've
been working with them on developing a test or figuring something out with them, and it all
goes horribly wrong, and it's like I wish they weren't here, right now, because this just looks
really amateurish, really tacky, it just looks like shit, and you just have to go into damage
limitation mode and try and pick out some really positive things about it and turn it around.
Angela de la Cruz has worked in the studio and with the Studio, Tim [Noble] and Sue
[Webster] have worked with the Studio and in the studio and so has Rachel [Whiteread] and
basically it's worked out really well. It's quite funny because when we were doing the plinth
with Rachel she would say about how I wanted to get rid of her and I was like, 'actually I'm
really glad you're here’. Because you're here and three people from your studio are here, that
means that no-one from my studio actually has to sand this 11 tonne polyurethane lump, and
get a rash or get itchy, or any of that, so I'm really happy that you're here. And that was what
she and her team of three people were really good at, finishing the polyurethane resin, we
didn't know how to finish it, we didn't really want to finish it. For about a week after it was
taken out of its mould, we couldn’t do anything with it because if you touched it without gloves
on you'd break out into a rash. If you touched it with your hand and then you touched your
face, your face would break into a rash, and then you'd rub your arm because you had an itch
and then you'd have a rash there. It was a nightmare. Until it had been left for a week or ten
days, you couldn't do anything with it. But they were quite happy doing it, I was happy too.
Q. When you started, I'm assuming you had some ideals about the Studio and where it could
go, I'm just wondering about how some the commercial realities of the art market have
changed some of your ideals?
Well, I actually didn't have a big plan about what I was going to do with Studio, and I still don’t
really have a big plan about what I'm going to do with the Studio, which seems surprising or a
bit stupid really. But essentially when I first started it I just wanted to support myself, make
my own work, make work for/with other people, in order to support myself. It was just this
self-perpetuating system. When I wanted help I wanted to employ artists so that the whole
thing supported the community that was supporting it, so it became this almost self-sufficient
entity. But when I started I started on the 'Enterprise Allowance Scheme', which was one of
those great Thatcher era schemes whereby they'd give you money if you started a new
business. And because I'd already been doing it for two and a half year but it didn’t really
exist because I was a student, I signed on, went on Enterprise Allowance Scheme, and I
already had 6 months work lined up, but I had to wait until I started. I went to see my bank
manager, because I wanted a business account, and I'd had to produce a business plan and
all these forecasts, and I had one meeting with him when we discussed all the figures, and I
was pretty naïve and stupid about it, but I knew that I had this much money, and this much
work, and this is what I had to do. Anyway, he went out of the room at one point and I just
reached over the desk and read my file. It made pretty horrible reading, and I was really
pissed off, and I thought, he doesn't know anything. He'd just thought 'destined to fail',
'doomed to disaster', it was really ghastly, and I thought maybe he does know something I
don't know. But I didn't have a big plan then and I don’t have a big plan now. It's very difficult
to plan, for me personally, where am I going to be in five years time? I want to do interesting
work, I want to work with interesting people, but I'm not the sort of person who thinks, well
actually I think I'll go and work with Jeff Coons, or Rem Koolhaus, or I'll go and work with
Herzog and de Moren or Chris Burden. And maybe I need to get over that, and send them a
book or write them a letter, but it keeps on kind of winding along, and it's reached a size that

is quite comfortable, and I think I'm actually getting better at managing it and managing
people, so maybe I'll have a bit more time to make a plan.
Q. In relation to the Centre, have you had any happy accidents in terms of process and
invention?
Yeah, I think I've been really fortuitous in finding people, not only people who work with me in
the Studio, but in terms of meeting people. So just in terms of meeting really interesting
people. I think that that has been fortuitous, and although that doesn’t sound like process, so
many things that have been important or influential have actually been to do with meeting
people, and then kind of doing projects, or making me look at things or asking me to do things
and finding out about process and then combining lots of different things together to make
strange objects.
Q. As you work with a lot of artists, and a lot of them that are very well known, sometimes I
imagine that they know exactly what they want?
No, not necessarily.
Q. As you are an artist and have that background, do you think that in general these artists
may take advantage of the changes that meet the processes and that decisions are more
from your side that the side of the artist?
I think so.
Q. So that could be a way that you are appearing in the work? So for example I want to make
something transparent that is this way and you make the models and say we have three
possibilities. And that's taking decisions.
I think what can happen or something that I learnt when I first started making things for people
was not to give them too many choices, because basically people become paralysed by
choice. If you go to a trainer shop, and you just want to buy trainers, it's not even a case of
just trainers, there's tennis trainers, casual trainers, cross trainers, running trainers, split toe
devil shoe water canyonning trainers – it's mind boggling. And people can't make a decision
so they just go and buy something else. You need to offer people the choices that will help
them make an informed decision about what they want.
Q. I understand that, but I was thinking, for example, I want to do this, I am going to make the
exercise, and you say the only way for you to do this is for this to be soft, and they say, ok
let's do it soft. There's a decision.
That happens quite a lot
Q. So the artist says let's make it soft, but the ones who build the process is your Studio. And
that process at least appears in the object, finally, but at the end of the day it's a business, so
I have this money so I can do that, but this is the markets of art…
Q. But that's a creative process in itself, the accident, not necessarily a practical decision but
if something happens by accident and it leads somewhere, that's part of the art process as
well, as a creative process, and there's room for that as well
In some projects there is that, not every project is designed on a computer. A lot of them are
because it's become a way in which we work and also because it’s a way in which a lot of
materials are processed, it just makes it easier, and that's why it's interesting when you take
materials and find out what you can do with them, rather than take materials and do what you
know you can do with them. We did an edition for an artist, only A3, essentially what he
wanted was a relief print, but it was incredibly fine, of a thistle head, it was for an artist called
Paul Morrison, and he wanted thistle head and stalk and foliage machined out of a piece of
steel, but essentially you couldn't machine it out of a piece of steel because it was too fine,
you couldn't get the depth that he wanted, he wanted it to be about 6-8 millimeters deep, and

then to have a flat plane on the back. He'd spoken to a couple of people about it and then he
came to see us. And in the end we produced the piece using selective laser centring which is
a rapid proto-typing process, but it was the only way to produce this piece. Because it’s a
thermal process, what happened was these things all came to us and they were like
popadoms, all twisted, which wasn't at all what we wanted. But because it was a thermal
process, you could just reverse the process by heating them up again and then they would go
flat. But again, I'm not even sure if that answers the question, but you have a way of
producing things, and he had been banging his head against a wall in terms of how to
produce these pieces because he thought the only way of producing them was to have them
machined, etched, chemically produced from a plate, whereas you could print them, which is
what selective laser centring is, and that was incredibly cheap.
Q. It must be quite a rewarding part of what you do
Well, for me the most interesting thing is actually figuring out how to do something, and to
work within parameters. But then, once you've figured it out, to realise it is amazing.

